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Lecta is a leading European manufacturer and distributor of coated 
and uncoated paper for publishing and commercial printing, specialty paper 
for labels and flexible packaging and other high value-added print media.
 
Publishers, printers, distributors, book agencies and converters 
in more than 130 countries on five continents trust in our brands, 
which are very well known in the major markets.  
 
The quality of our extensive range of premium coated papers and their 
technical characteristics always guarantee optimum printing results, 
especially on photographic books, coffee table books, art catalogues, 
cooking books and in all kinds of high-quality publishing projects 
where it is essential to highlight the importance of every detail, 
such as in this attractive book. 
 
With this book, Lecta celebrates again the excellence of paper 
as a creative medium and as a vehicle for conveying emotions.
 
For more information about Lecta, visit 

www.lecta.com
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The notion of verticality directly implies the presence of what is above 
and what is below, as well as the idea of point(s) of view. 
Eyes can look toward all directions; indeed, very special views are possible 
when the viewer is straight above – or below – the watched. 
To this aim, we can be standing on different levels of built environments, 
but when it comes to nature, then it’s the sky, or the trees, 
or the magnificent highest elements, that look (or shine) down on us below.

Focusing also on a vertical approach from below offers a more complete range
of possibilities given by long-distance photography and it also conveys
a human point of view towards all that is higher and far away.

The fascination for a closer observation of what is not reachable through
human sight offers several opportunities, spanning from a microscope magnified
view to satellite imaging, with the zenith angle and aerial views that today
are even better achieved with drones.

The choice of vertical perspective is a captivating challenge: a vertical 
view tries to link and reconnect the earth with the sky, heaven and hell,
the reachable and the unreachable and whatever seems far away but comes 
to be grasped as it is seemingly so close.

The deceitful nature of sight offers a spectrum of multi-level significance:
our brain tends to re-create or imagine shapes of objects even where 
there aren’t any – at least, apparently. We can see different details when up 
close, or everything more fuzzy and indistinct when the distance is greater.
Unusual, unexpected shapes are offered by vertical views in the distance 
– whether from above or directly below. 
It’s the deceitful nature of sight, but it’s also the charming aspect 
of self-deception itself, that makes us substitute with the mind what 
the eyes can’t see clearly.

Watching objects – even huge buildings – from great distance can help us
rethink old habits in the way we see the world. 
Seen from a different perspective or angle, everything can look very 
different from what it normally appears. 
This is true literally as well as metaphorically – and some pictures 
are a perfect visual reminder of this consideration.

The human eye has approximately a 200° horizontal field of view and a 135°
vertical one. To the ever-eager mankind, the field of vision understandably
needs to be enhanced, or at least widened to grab all that is possible.
Perhaps that is why it often happens to get one’s neck stiff after following
all the temptations coming from above. It is the case of watching skyscrapers,
towers, mountains, vanishing points upwards into the sky, or the ceilings
of cathedrals beautifully painted by the masters of the past.
Such awe-inspiring heights and distances also make humans confront with 
their own insignificance, when standing directly beneath them.
Vertical pictures are an attempt – and a challenge – to get closer.
Closer to the highest peaks, closer to the sky, closer to a wider knowledge.

VERTICAL
What the eyes can’t see, 
the mind imagines

Vertical
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Condat matt Périgord is 2 side coated woodfree paper

with extraordinary bulk and an extra matt surface.

It guarantees high whiteness, excellent runnability, 

quick ink set off and impressive printability.

Available substances:

90 - 100 - 110 - 115 - 130 - 135 - 150 - 170

200 - 225 - 250 - 275 - 300 - 350 - 380 g/m2

Chapter’s substances: 150 g/m2

Volume: 1.1

Surface: extra matt

Nuance: white
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Closing ceremony 
of the 70th edition 
of the Cannes Film Festival
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Vaucluse, Provence
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Port of Saint-Tropez
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Eiffel Tower
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Un jour je suis monté si haut
Que j’ai vu Paris tout petit
Et de tout là-haut
La ville ressemblait à un Coeur...

J. Prévert
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La Défence, Business district

WHEN WALLS ARE BUT A FRAME 
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Sacre-Coeur
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Pont D’Avignon 
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Dancers by Edgar Degas
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GardaPremium Natural is a 2 side coated woodfree silk 

paper with a smooth surface and a natural shade.

It guarantees good thickness, extraordinary 

runnability, high stiffness, good cracking on fold 

resistance as well as high opacity and excellent 

print results. This paper is produced without 

the addition of optical brighteners. 

Available substances:

135 - 150 - 170 - 200 g/m2

Chapter’s substances: 150 g/m2

Volume: 0.87

Surface: very smooth

Nuance: natural white
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THE OVERVIEW EFFECT
The highest way of seeing things from a higher perspective: 
the overview effect is the astronauts’ experience 
of interconnectivity on the planet, a cognitive shift in awareness 
that brings about expansion of consciousness and perception.
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KOMOREBI
The Untranslatable Light
Komorebi is one of the so-called untranslatable words. 
In Japanese, it refers to the dappled light effect of sunlight 
that filters through the leaves of trees.
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Notre-Dame Cathedral,Reims
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Canyonlands 
National Park,
Utah
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Water reflexion
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AURORA ABOVE 
YOUR ZENITH





GardaMatt Ultra is a 2 side coated woodfree rough, 

high bulk matt paper.

It guarantees extraordinary runnability, 

excellent print results, high rigidity, 

good printing brilliance and exceptional 

delta gloss (gloss difference between printed 

and unprinted areas).

Available substances:

115 - 130 - 150 - 170 g/m2

Chapter’s substances: 150 g/m2

Volume: 1.0

Surface: rough

Nuance: white
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I used to measure 
the heavens 
Now I measure 
the shadows of Earth

J. von Kepler
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Namib Desert
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Torre del Mangia, Siena
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Under the Pergola in Naples,
Umberto Boccioni
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COUNTERPOINTS 
OF VIEW
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ARTISTS FORESEE IT 
Mantegna knew we would stare at the ceiling oculus of Mantua Palazzo Ducale, 
and he knew how to make us look at and be looked down upon by little angels. 

ARTISTS FORESEE IT 
Mantegna knew we would stare at the ceiling oculus of Mantua Palazzo Ducale, 
and he knew how to make us look at and be looked down upon by little angels. 
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Lecta produces a wider range 
of innovative coated papers 
for the publishing sector. 

More information are available on 
www.lecta.com 

You can ask for samples at 
publishing@lecta.com 

Per richiederne dei campioni, info su 
publishing@lecta.com 





www.lecta.com

publishing@lecta.com 


